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Abstract. Oneof the challenges
to createthe SpaceDrive beingto discovera self-contained
meansof propulsionthat
requiresno propellant,it wasalreadyshownthat a solutionto theproblemdoesexist,providedthe systemis endowTed
with
tensormassproperties.It is foundthatunderthe assumption
of Minkowski’s Energy-Momentum
tensorbeingthe right one
(Abraham-Minkowski
controversy),
the electromagnetic
field canmodify the inertialpropertiesof the generatingdevice.,
givensuitablechargeand currentdistributions.An experimentto settlethe questionis thenproposed.which consistsof
mountingthe deviceas a seismicmassatop a mechanicalsuspension.
By supplyinga periodicvoltageto the coils at a
frequencycloseto the fundamentalfrequencyof the seismicsuspension,
the expectedmechanicaleffect from inertia
variationwouldcausethe fixture to resonate,addingup to the microseismic
noiseinducedvibration.Two seriesof tests
wereconductedduring the period 1993 - 1997; in practicallyall cases,the resultsconsistentlypoint to a mechanical
vibrationinducedby matter-electromagnetic
field momentum
exchange,
aspredictedby Minkowski’s formulation,afterall
othersourcesof vibrationweretakeninto account,or removedwhenpossible.

INTRODUCTION
Human interstellar exploration may not be possiblewithout the discovery of a self-containedmeansof propulsion that
requires no propellant (Millis, 1997). This formally translatesinto the problem of achieving “jet-less” propulsion of
spaceshipsthat can then be seenas closed systems,i.e., without external assistance.As already shown (Brito, 1998),
a masstensor is found in connectionwith the closed systemconsistingof a rocket driven spaceshipand its propellant
mass, provided a “solidification” point other than the system center of mass is consideredin a relativistic covariant
formulation. Accordingly, an alternative propulsion principle, namedthe Covariant Propulsion Principle (C.P.P.), has
been derived from this tensor mass approach, being obviously valid at sub-relativistic velocities and not strictly
restricted to the rocket propulsion concept. The new principle reads:A spaceshipundergoesa propulsion effect when
the whole systemmass4-ellipsoid warps.
Thus a formal solution to the problem exists, provided the systemis endowed with tensor massproperties. A firther
analysisof theseproperties shows that the propulsion effect is to be related to the deviatoric part of the tensor, which
exhibits the particularity of producing a non-vanishinglinear momentumin the spaceshipcomoving Lorentzian fiarne.
This situation is reminiscentof the concept of static electromagnetic(EM) field momentumwhich can develop in the
rest frame of a physical arrangementof electric and magnetic sources including polarizable media, as depicted in
Figure 1. Different theoretical results are possibledependingwhether Plan&s principle of inertia of energy is satisfied
or not in the relationship between the Poynting vector (energy flow density) and the electromagneticmomentum
density (Brevik, 1979). The different determinationsare basedeither on the Planck’s principle of inertia of the energy,
as being valid within polarizablemedia, too, or upon a generalizationof the Jonesand Richards’experimentalresults
about radiation fields within the same media (Joyce, 1975). They are therefore related to the group velocity of
electromagneticwaves propagation:that for vacuum in one case;that for matter in the other case,respectively.
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e Polarizable
Media.

T h e experiment
involvedrealradiationfields;w e r ethe s a m eb e true concerning
the flow of e n e r g yin stationaryfields,
as s o m eforms of the Electromagnetic
Field E n e r g y - M o m e n t utensor
m
s e e mto suggest(Jackson1 9 6 2 ,Portis 1 9 8 5 ,
E u 1986),a non-vanishing
m o m e n tumof electromagnetic
origin w o u l d arise in the particularcasew h e r e s o m e
v o l u m e is filled with polarizablemedia.T h e w h o l e systemw o u l d then enjoy tensor m a s spropertiesof electrom a g n e ticorigin,as it h a p p e nfor
s a solidificationpoint at rest in the “m a tter” subsystem
frame.
T h e p u r p o s eof this work is to s h o wthat, u n d e rthe assumption
of Minkowski’s E n e r g y - M o m e n t utensor
m
b e i n gthe
right one, the E M field, given suitablec h a r g ea n d current distributions,c a n m o d i @the inertial propertiesof the
generating
device,giving rise to the possibilityof obtainingmechanical
impulseso n the device,not u n d e r g o i n ga n y
e x c h a n g eof m a s s - e n e r gwith
y the s u r r o u n d i n gm e d i u m .It is also s h o w nthat anotherw o r d i n g for the mechanical
effectsrelatest h e mto m o m e n tae x c h a n g ebse t w e e nthe electromagnetic
field a n dthe device’s“m a tter”. A propulsion
conceptb a s e du p o nthis kind of inertiamanipulation
mechanism
is subsequently
d r a w n the experimental
setupbuilt
to test that conceptis discussed,
as well as the obtainedresultsa n dthe appliedsignalprocessing
techniques.

M A S S T E N S O R IN T H E E L E C T R O M A G N E T IC C A S E
T h e questionarisesa b o u tthe g e n e r aexistence
l
conditionsof m o m e n tumof electromagnetic
origin in the “m a tter”
c o m o v i n gframe.A fully covariantformulationof the p r o b l e mrequiresto considerthe E n e r g y - M o m e n t utensors
m
for
a closedphysicalsystemconsistingof “m a tter” a n d E M fields. T h e L a w of 4 - M o m e n t u mConservationfor the
particlesa n d fields containedin a n y four-dimensional
r e g i o n of space-time0 c A 4 b o u n d e dby a closed,threedimensional
surfaced 0, statesthat

T’“’ +T(f)).& = 0.
I(a s 2

(1)

If the closed3-surface8 f? is m a d eu p of two slicestakenat constanttim e of a specificLorentzframe,plus timelike
surfacesat “infinity” that join the two slicestogether,a n d the systemof “m a tter” a n d E M fields is s u p p o s e to
d be
closedin the sensthat the surfacesat intinity d o not contributeto the integralof E q u a tion(l), this integralgives
T’“’
T h e system4 - m o m e n t u m
is conserved
in tim e .

+ T+M’

= 0.

(2)

Now, if the observer’s frame coincideswith the frame where the “matter” is at rest when no EM field is present,the
condition for anysotropicmasstensor when the EM field is ON, writes down in 4-tensor notation
I-uu/c,Z).(T’“’

+T’f ~)+udV~

0,

(3)

therefore
5 [(T’“+‘ T’+ ]//udV-+

0,

(4)

V

which meansthat G A u # 0 ; in no casethe system4-momentumalignswith the observer’s 4-velocity.
When considerationis given to the locality of the energy-momentumconservationlaw, Equation (1) translatesinto
the “differential conservationlaw” Div ( T (m)+ T@ ) = 0, VX E M; Besides,the following relationshipcan be found
for the volume integral of the energyflux (Furry, 1969)

~(~1+ ~(1) dV = -

scm)+ scf’ ) dV .

>

(5)

So, for stationaryregimes,in any Came

,(*) + df) ) dV=0 .
5(
L’

(6)

Since s representsthe spacelikecomponentsof the 4-vector (f trn)+ i(f)). u , for the Equations (4) and (6) being
simultaneouslytrue, the whole systemenergy-momentumtensor must be unsymmetrical.
By splitting the region Y in two regions F’+ and K such as

vx E ~7+ , -dW 2 0

;

vx E v- , !?!? < 0 , one

dt

dt

finds in the caseof transientregimes

,(‘@+,(I) ) dJ,& - (x++- x+-

(7)

where
dw

x at
; and x+- =

r-c

dV
1

(8)

When the centers of energy density variation rates differ, the left hand side of Equation (7) is non-vanishingand
Equation (3) canholdevenif the wholesystemenergy-momentum
tensoris symmetrical,
in whichcasethe total 3momentumin the “matter” rest frame satisfies

1
g(m)+ g’f)’ ,--JV=
_ -(x*+
- x+CO
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dV.

(9)

The non-vanishing3-D linear momentumin the rocket comoving Lorentzian frame (B&o, 1998) is just an application
of the generalEquation (9) to the particular casewhere all field contributionsare absent.
By formal analogywith Equation (5), the right hand side of the spacelikepart of Equation (3) can be written

g

(m) +g'/')dV=

-

gem)+ g(j))dV .

(10)

When considerationis given to the relationshipbetweenthe energy flow and the momentum density, and assuming
that the Plank’s principle of inertia of the energy does not necessarilyhold for the EM energy flux, such as a field of
group velocity of electromagneticwaves propagationexists,Equation (10) becomes

g

trn) +g'f')dV=

,(f)

-

+-

c

dV,

(11)

or, equivalently

it

cm)+g'f')dV=

-

SC*) + s(f) ) + grades

+(:-I)

divscf)]dV

(12)

which, for stationaryregimeswrites down

S(

g(m) + g'f')&'=

- jv t[grad(:)as(f)

+ (2-l)divsifi]dV.

V

(13)

By taking into accountthat for such regimesdiv sm= - div sfm’, andgtrnJ= sfm’/ cO, Equation (13) finally becomes

g(f) dV= - jv x [gt7d(:).scf’

+ (k) divs’lj’dv

.

(14)

The condition of non-vanishingtotal momentum in the “matter” rest frame is equivalent to the condition of EM
momentumbeing different from minus the mechanical“hidden” momentum.This translatesto a non-vanishingEM
momentum,since “hidden” mechanicalmomentum cannot exist for matter alone in stationary regime. The quantity
betweenbracketsbeing div ga7, fl cannotthus be divergence-freeeverywhere.
From Equation (13) it can also be seenthat tensor massexistenceis possibleif, and only if, non-homogeneousmedia
are considered.There should be finite regions of polarizablemediawithin the setup for anisotropicmasstensor being
possible,provided the Plank’s principle of inertia of the energydoes not necessarilyhold for the EM energyflux. This
is the casefor the setup shown in Figure 2, where div sa3= 0 everywhereand a non-vanishingtotal EM momentum
can only arise from the first term in the right hand side of Equation (14). The contributions for the volume integral
come fi-omthe free surfacesof the dielectric, through which a jump of the velocity of light takes place in the direction
of the EM energy flux, at different locations and with the “right”sign. For this particular setup, transient regimesdo
not allow to produce an EM momentumcontribution sincethe energy density variation rates distribute symmetrically
throughout the setup regions. However, as mentioned previously, the whole system Energy-Momentumtensor is

unsymrnetrkal;
thisis a ratherunconfortable
propertyfor a system
assumed
to bea closedone.Eithertheassumption
that the Planck’s principle of inertia of the energy does not hold everywhereis false, or the systemis open and one
must consideran extendedclosedsystemto which the presentone belongs.
The first possibility, as far as stationaryregimesare considered,precludescompletelya closed systemto bear a tensor
mass;the secondpossibility leadsto the questionabout what is that extendedclosed systemlike. A hint comes from
the fact that the “excess” EM momentumbehavesas an “external” stressin 4-space.
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FIGURE2. StationaryRegimein the“Matter” RestFramewith PolarizableMedia.

As a conjecture, if ZPF (Zero Point Field) were a physical reality for describing inertia (Haisch, 1994), that “excess”
EM momentum could be explained as a form of “directed”, anisotropic vacuum fluctuations of EM energy. The
sought extended systemwould then happento be space-timeitself
The existence conditions, when taken separately, are not sufficient to allow for non-vanishing momenta in the
“matter” rest frame, with stationary fields. Existence can be achievedwhen they hold together as it comes out when
the Minkowski’s Energy-Momentum tensor is used for the EM field (Brevik, 1979), the problem then being whether
this combination is physically sound. By the very definition, the Relativistic Mechanics Laws of Conservation are
satisfied;the samebeing true, nevertheless,for the Abraham’s Energy-Momentum tensor, together with other forms
of the electromagneticEnergy-Momentum tensor (Brevik, 1979). This is precisely the still-standing (Johnson 1994,
Antoci 1997) Abraham-Minkowski controversy about the form of that Energy-Momentum tensor, specially for low
frequency or quasi-stationaryfields (Brevik 1969, Lai 1980, Brevik 1982, Lai 1984). The issue is, as shown, highly
relevant to “propellantless” propulsion and experiments to definitely settle the question were still missing besides
some partialized attempts (James 1968, Walker 1975, Waker 1977, Lahoz 1979), whose results were not conclusive
enough. A positive answer for the Minkowski’s EM tensor would allow to obtain “jet-less” propulsive effects by EM
fields manipulation, on one hand; on the other hand, it could also representsan indirect demonstrationof the physical
reality of ZPF, as a possibleexplanationfor unsymmetricalenergy-momentumtensors of closed systems.

THRUST BY ELECTROMAGNETIC

INERTIA MANIPULATION

The studies about the inertia of the electromagnetic field as something that could be manipulated for propulsion
purposes are not new, a tentative explanation was already undertaken on the basis of the relativistic mechanicsof
extendedbodies under electrostatic pressures(Marchal, 1969). However, the C.P.P. allows for a general formulation
of the problem, which consistsof consideringthe whole system(Device + EM Field) as a single particle located at the
“matter” systemc.m. (or any “structural” point) so that a masstensor is readily found as related to the whole system.
For a closed system(f = 0), provided the electromagneticfield 4-momentum PEMf: 0,
d(M.v)=O

D

M.dv=-dM.v,

(15)

where
M=( m,+mZ,)I+(P~~~v)/Ct.

(16)

The 4-accelerationof the chosen“solidification point” is written as
m, dv=-(dp,,

AV).V/C:

(17)

Thus, the 4-thrust on the singleparticle, in any arbitrary frame, becomes
dpEM

(18)

F=-dr.

Equation (18) expresses,as expected,the law of conservationof the total system energy-momentum,consistently
with Equation (2). The changeof the mechanical(matter) momentumequalsthe changeof the electromagneticfield
momentumwith oppositesign; momentumis then being exchangedwithin the whole system.
A propulsion concept basedupon this kind of inertia manipulation mechanismcan subsequentlybe drawn, which
consistsbasicallyof suitably grouping the sourcesof electric and magneticfields into a physically connectingdevice
so that a stationaryMinkowski’s electromagneticfield momentumcan be built up thanks to the dielectric filled region
(non-homogeneouspolarizablemedia),as depictedin Figure 3; by controlling the intensitiesof thesefields, the inertia
propertiesof the systemas a whole, when representedby its “matter” part - the device -, are allowed to changeso
that a conversionof the EM field momentum into mechanicalmomentumof the device is expectedto happen,and
reciprocally, again if Minkowski is right. It can be seen that this device works as an electromagneticmomentum
“accumulator”. The mechanicalmomentum that can be drawn from is, within the framework of present Physics
paradigms,limited to the “accumulated” amount.

EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
An electromagneticmomentumgenerator(EMMG), basedon the schematicsof Figure 3, was engineeredup to the
“proof of concept” level and an experimentwas designedaimed to verify that: a) The Minkowski’s Electromagnetic
Energy-Momentumtensor does describeproperly the electromagneticfield-matter interactionsin polarizablemedia.
b) Global electromagneticmomentumin the matter rest frame of a closed systemis being generated,or, equivalently
for such a system,a non scalar4-masstensor behaviour is being obtained.c) The experimentalthruster is applying
mechanicalforces on the test stand without expenditure of mass, besides that equivalent to the radiant energy
dissipatedfrom the system(e.g., Joule heating),which cannot accountfor the observedeffects.
An experimentalsetup was accordingly built up which consists of mounting the device as a seismic mass atop a
mechanicalsuspension.A supply of 6 A - AC (squarewave) to the coils and 4 kV - DC to the capacitorsallows for a
total electromagneticmomentum (Minkowski’s formulation) around l.E-8 Ns (square wave), by using BaTi03
ceramicdielectrics.
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The allegedconversionof Minkowski’s electromagneticmomentuminto mechanicalmomentumof the EMMG gives
rise to the creation of dynamic effects - forces- acting upon this device. By meansof a squarewave activation of the
device at a frequencyclose to the fundamentalfrequencyof the seismic suspension,the supporting blade of the test
fixture can be made to resonateso an amplified upper end displacementresponseis obtained.Displacementsin the
range lo-* - 10 -’ m were to be expected;a problem of micromotion detection was then readily identified. To detect
this rangeof displacements,the use of piezoceramicstrain transducerswas devised,taking into accounttechnological
as well as financial constraints.This kind of transducerswhich outputs electric signalsproportional to the strain level
in a broad dynamic range, are able to achieve sensitivities of up to 10 -11m/m (seismic and acoustic threshold in
controlled environments)(Forward, 1980). This is two orders of magnitudelower than the expectedlevels, as related
to the sensingfixture shown in Figure 4. However, The full signal contains a significant amount of ground and
environmentinducednoise as alreadyobservedin preliminary testing.

FIGURE 5. TestEquipment.
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This microseismic excitation can account for displacementscomparableto those expected to be caused by the
investigatedeffect, with a narrow band frequency responsecentered in the first natural frequency of the sensing
fixture. Another source of unwantednoise is the residualinteraction betweenthe coils and the Earth magnetic field,
which can accountfor equallycomparabletotal displacements,albeit with a deterministicdistribution in the frequency
domain.A third sourceof noise relatesto the magneticinteractionbetweenthe moving and the fixed parts of the AC
and DC circuits (self magneticinteraction), those belongingto the device atop the resonantblade and to the external
power supply, respectively.This kind of noise also has a deterministicdistribution in the frequency domain, bearing
the particularity of presentingthe first spectral line at twice the coil activation frequency. It was also found to
contributeto the displacementson practically the samefoot than the former two mentionedsources.Other sourcesof
noise have been considered,too, like air motion, electrostatic couplings, sound, radiometric effects, spherics,etc,
which can have a degradingeffect on the measurementsquality, although to a lesseramount than the forementioned
sources.The overall estimatedeffect amountsto -60 dB < S/N < -40 dB at the transduceroutput and the need for
further processingarises.To this aim, the analogtransduceroutput signalis convertedto digital through a 12 Bit data
acquisitionboard and stored in fixed and portable magneticsupport. Digital signal processingtechniquesare devised
for estimationof the deterministicpart of the signalwhich is relatedto the ponderomotiveeffectsunder scrutiny.
Two seriesof tests were already conducted during the period 1993 - 1997. For the first series of tests, only one
measurementchannel was available and there was no vibration-free fixtures. The second series of tests included,
besidesthe main transducer measurementchannel, a dummy seismic fixture with an ancillary transducer and its
measurementchannel,a supply voltage measurementchannel,and a vibration-free table; the completetest equipment
is shown in Figure 5. In both series, the test philosophy was primarily based upon comparison of results in the
frequency domain (use of spectral analysis),due to different excitation schemes.These were: A) Ground induced
noise. B) Coils ON, capacitorsOFF + (A). C) Coils ON, capacitorsON + (A). D) Coils OFF, capacitorsON + (A).
Following modeling and simulation activities, geomagneticand self-magneticinteraction noises were expected to
appearin (B) and (C) as comparedto (A), while the influence of the capacitorsmust appearin (C) as comparedto
(B) if thrust by inertia manipulationis acting upon the device; no differencewas expectedto arise beween(D) and
(A), since static electric fields alone cannot account for the vibratory behavior of the sensing fixture. Results
correspondingto the first test seriesare shown in Figure 6 where, as expected,differencescan be observedbetween
the (A) and (B) spectra,mainly causedby geomagneticnoise.
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Differencescan also be observedbetweenthe (A) and (C) spectra,but there are intriguing differencesbetween the
(B) and (C) spectra,while again, as expected,no differenceappearsbetweenthe (A) and (D) spectra.In every case,
data was acquired in 5000 samplessequencesat a rate of 500 sampleskec.Power Spectral Density (PSD) was
estimatedover a 2048 length frequencyinterval, using Welch’s averagedperiodogrammethod.
Since a significant amount of ground induced noise was observed during the first test series, it was decided to

performa secondtest serieswith the setupimprovements
as mentioned
before.It was alsodecidedto proceedto
intensivesignalprocessingso as to achievea higher confidencein the EMIM (ElectroMagneticInertia Manipulation)
effect detection.
The experimental data gatheredduring the secondseriesof tests, accordingto the forementioned
sampling
characteristics,were firstly processedto carry on a systemidentification on the basisof the ground motion excitation
only, an ARMA (Auto RegressiveMoving Average) model structure being then identified; later, inversefiltering was
performedfor every output sequencein order to obtain the equivalentground motion; then, filtering by the vibration
isolation fixture led to the reconstructionof the sensingdevice base motion; finally, optimal filtering (Wiener filter)
was performedon the resultantouput, using the EMMG induced excitation as the “desired” signal.
The raw data exhibit, when presentedin the frequencydomain,nearlythe samepattern as those of the first test series.
However, they show, after processing,a more accuratespectralstructure as relatedto the sought excitation spectrum
which consistsof equal amplitude odd harmonicsof the squarewave fundamentalfrequency,as shown in Figure 7.
Spectrum (A) contains low level residualsinduced by the Wiener filter - a sort of numerical artifact - as well as
Spectrum(D); Spectrum (B) does not match the “message” spectrum, it better fits that of the geomagneticnoise
squarewave excitation; Spectrum(C) shows a structure which strongly suggestsan alternateimpulsive excitation, as
it turn out to be when a squarewave EM field-matter momentaexchangeis present.The figures are representativeof
around 16 sequencesby case. Better detectability can be obtained by meansof statistical analysisover the whole
ensemblesand by using adaptive noise cancellationprocedures, either on the raw output data or on the inverse
filtered output data. Theseactivities are presentlybeing carried on and no final resultsare availableyet.
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CONCLUSIONS
Propellantlesspropulsion, as a mechanismnot requiring reaction massor beamedpower, does not seemto be out of
reach, unless from the theoretical point of view. Space-timewarping (and the involved enormous energies) is nor
necessary,provided inertia manipulation become feasible, within the framework of a mass tensor formalism. This
may be the casewith the inertia’s electromagneticpart if some existenceconditions are satisfied, like those verified
by the formalism basedon the Minkowski’s Energy-Momentum tensor for the electromagneticfield. However, the
validity of this formalism is presently arguableunder the still-standing Abraham-Minkowski controversy, the main
argument being the unsymetrical nature of that tensor. The issue is then highly relevant to innovative, low-term
achievable propulsion concepts. Therefore, experimental elucidation of the controversy was sought and
instrumentedaround a so called EMMG (Electra-Magnetic Momentum Generator)device.
Testsperformed during the period 1993 - 1997,with slightly different instrumentation,produced results,which after
processing through spectral analysis, system modeling & identification and optimal filtering techniques, when
applicable, consistently pointed to a mechanical vibration induced by mass/inertiatensor warping of the device, or
matter-electromagneticfield momentum exchange,as predicted by Minkowski’s formalism. Obviously, along the
processingand analysis activities, other sourcesof vibration were taken into account, or removed when possible,
according to a systematic error and disturbance (spurious effects) fighting procedure. Nevertheless, no direct
detection of the sought effect by meansof input reconstructionwas obtained up to now and much work remains to
be done to assess,beyond all doubt, the validity of these encouraging results. One of the main concern is power
supply induced EM1 interferencedue to bad grounding and/or shielding, sharing the same spectral signaturewith
the pursued effect. Had that validity be fully demonstrated,the concept developed in this paper would just be the
seed for a restricted class of “propellantless” propulsion: that of “converter” (one shot, or back and forth) type.
PresentPhysics seemsto preclude any further progressalong this line of work, unless ZPF or some new paradigm
come to the rescue.
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NOMENCLATURE

F
gG
I
M

M
mEhI
m0
PEhl

S
t

T
U
v

V
W
X

X
I‘

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

velocity of light in an arbitrary medium, m/s
external 4-force, N
3-momentumdensity in an arbitrary frame, kg * m/s
system4-momentumin an arbitrary frame, kg . m/s
4-spacemetric tensor
Minkowski space
4-spacemasstensor,kg
massof the electromagneticfield, kg
spaceshiprest mass,kg
4-momentumof the electromagneticfield, kg . m/s
energy flow, W/m2
time, s
energy-momentumtensor,kg * m/s
4-velocity of “matter” rest frame, m/s
4-velocity, m/s
3-D region, volume
energy density, J/m3
location vector in 3-D space,m
event in spacetime,m
proper time, s

Subscripts
0

= at rest, in vacuum

Superscripts

f

= field

m

= matter, mechanical

T
*

= transpose
= rocket center of massrest frame, center of energy density variation rate
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